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Annotation 
The diploma thesis “Sequel novel in selected volumes of two magazines for women 
published in the first Czechoslovak Republic – List paní a dívek and Hvězda 
československých paní a dívek” deals with sequel novels, which were published in 
favorite women´s magazines. These novels belongs to genre “červená knihovna” and 
genre of teen female novels. Term “červená knihovna” (similar to harlequin) is typical 
for Czech literary background. Theoretical part consists historical context of sequel 
novel and his development and also history of popular women´s literature. This part also 
refers to fundamental elements of sequel novels. Mainly it is stereotypization of main 
protagonist, patterns and plot. The end of the sequel novel for women is traditionally 
closed with happy ending. The practical part is focused on analyzed novels in two 
magazines – List paní a dívek and Hvězda československých paní a dívek. At first there 
are described basic data about magazines, their establishments and summary of content 
they consisted. Research part contains list of all sequel novels which were published and 
analyzed. The aim of this part was to describe main pattern, genre and plot. Part of 
description was focused on nationality of authors and number of sequels. The result 
contains the most important analyzed data and their comparison with focus on 
repetitive patterns which were based on stereotypes of sequel novels in women´s 
magazines.  
 
